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Abstract

We present two algorithms which align flexible
prote3n structures. Both apply efficient struc-
tural pattern detection and graph theoretic tech-
niques. The FlexProt algorithm simultaneously
detects the hinge regions and aligns the rigid sub-
parts of the molecules. It does it by cfficlently de-
tecting maximal congruent rigid fragments in both
molecules and calculating their optimal arrange-
ment which does not violate the protein sequence
order. The FlexMol algorithm is sequence order
independent, yet requires as input the hypothe-
sized hinge positions. Due its sequence order inde-
pendence it can also be applied to proteln-protein
interface matching and drug molecule alignment.
It aligns the rigid parts of the molecule using
the Geometric Hashing method and calculates op-
timal connectivity among these parts by graph-
theoretic techniques. Both algorithms are highly
efficient even compared with rigid structure align-
ment algorithms. Typical running times on a
standard desl~op PC (400Mttz) are about 7 sec-
onds for FlexProt and about 1 minute for Flex-
Mol.
Keywords: flexible protein structure alignment,
hinge detection, graph-theoretic algorithms, Geo-
metric Hashing, docking, detection of conforma-
tional changes.

Introduction

Alignment of protein sequences has become one of the
major indispensable tools in bioinformatics (Gusfield
1997). Nevertheless, it is well know (Branden & Tooze
1991) that protein structure stores significantly more
information than its sequence. In particular, struc-
ture has been much better conserved than sequence
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during evolution. Thus, one would expect that pro-
tein structural alignment algorithms could supply sig-
nificant information which cannot be received from se-
quence alignment alone. While the number of known
protein structures was small, such structural alignments
were mainly detected by visual inspection. In the last
decade, with the significant increase in available pro-
tein structures, the need for highly efficient structural
alignment methods has become evident. This need will
become more acute with the advance of the Structural
Genomics effort. Structure alignment algorithms also
have critical applications for Computer Assisted Drug
Design, where one is interested to align ligands acting
on a similar receptor. A recent comprehensive survey of
these methods appeared in (Lemmen & Lenganer 2000).

Numerous methods have been proposed to tackle
the protein structural alignment task, when both pro-
teins are viewed as rigid objects. A small sample in-
cludes (Taylor & Orengo 1989; Vriend & Sander 1991;
Mitchel e~ ag. 1989; Nussinov & Wolfson 1991). Many
of them exploit the amino acid sequence order, which
enables them to apply techniques which are close in
spirit to sequence alignment methods, such as the dy-
namic programming (e.g. (Taylor & Orengo 1989).) 
quence order independent structural comparison meth-
ods, such as Geometric Hashing (Nussinov & Wolfson
1991), have a wider range of applications and can also
be used to the structural comparison of protein-protein
interfaces and docking.

However, in general proteins cannot be viewed as
rigid objects, but rather as flexible objects composed
of rigid parts with intermediate flexible regions. A well
known survey of domain movements in proteins was
published by (Gerstein, Lesk, & Chothia 1994). Two
predominant motions of neighboring protein domains
relative to each other have been detected - hinge mo-
tion and shear motion. The hinge motion resembles ro-
tational joints defined in Robotics, while shear motion
can be described as the movement of parallel plates.

There are relatively few methods that deal with the
structural alignment of flexible proteins. The method of
(Verbitsky, Nussinov, & Wolfson 1999) which is based
on an extension of the Generalized Hough Transform
method (Wolfson 1991), and was also applied to flex-
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ible docking by (Sandak, Nussinov, & Wolfson 1995),
aligns a flexible protein with a rigid one assuming prior
knowledge of the hinge locations on the flexible pro-
tein. Methods originally developed for the alignment or
docking of flexible drug molecules (Rarey et al. 1996;
Kigoutsos, Platt, & Califano 1996) also require a priori
knowledge of the hinge locations.

Here we present two methods for the alignment of a
rigid protein molecule with a flexible one. The first
algorithm- FlexProt - does not require any a pri-
or/ knowledge on the partition of the flexible molecule
into rigid parts. The algorithm automatically detects
the hinge regions. The input to this algorithm is the
rigid molecule and some conformation of the flexible
molecule. The output is a list of best alignments ranked
according to the size of the overall alignment, the size
of the individual rigid parts, the RMSD of the align-
ment and some additional criteria which are outlined
below. The program simultaneously discovers both the
matching rigid fragments and the intermediate flexible
regions for each candidate solution. This new method
accomplishes a much more complex tasks than the pre-
vious flexible alignment methods, where the flexible
molecule partition was required in advance. Yet, in
order to accomplish this task efficiently it has to ex-
ploit the amino acid sequence order and is not sequence
order independent as (Verbitsky, Nussinov, & Wolfson
1999) or the second algorithm that we present - Flex-
Mol. The FlexMol algorithm is fully sequence order
independent, however, it does require a-priori input of
the hinge positions. Due to its sequence order indepen-
dence it can be applied to structural comparison of non-
protein molecules, such as drugs, and can be adapted
to flexible docking. This work is currently in progress.

Both algorithms are very efficient. Actually, they
are as efficient as rigid structure alignment algorithms.
Since FlexMol tackles a sequence order independent
task, it is slower by about a factor of 10 on the examples
we have run. Yet, we remind that FlexProt automat-
ically detects the hinge regions. Typical run times on
proteins with few hundreds of amino acids consisting
of several rigid parts where about 7 seconds for Flex-
Prot and about 1 minute for FlexMol. Thus FlexProt
is efficient enough to conduct all against all structural
alignments of the PDB with different parameters. Due
to its relative efficiency one can repeatedly apply Flex-
Mol also when the hinge positions are unknown, yet
restricted to a limited number of "plausible" locations.
Biological information on hinge positions can be easily
incorporated in both algorithms.

Both algorithms have been implemented in C+q-. We
have conducted numerous experiments on a standard
desktop PC (400MHz, 256 Mb RAM). These are sum-
marized in the "Experimental Results" section. Vari-
ous improvements and additional experimentation are
planned in the near future.
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The Flexible Protein Alignment and

Hinge Detection Algorithm (FlexProt)

In this section we outline our algorithm for the align-
ment of flexible protein structures and automatic de-
tection of the intermediate flexible regions.
Input. The input to the algorithm are two protein
molecules M1 and M~., each being represented by the
sequence of the 3-D coordinates of its Ca atoms, M1 ~-
vl, ...,~,~ and M2 - Wl,...,~,,,. These sequences are
ordered according to the standard amino acid order of
the protein backbone. In case a protein is composed
of several chains, the algorithm treats each chain sep-
arately in the pairwise comparison. In the sequel we
shall use the term molecule for a single chain.
Task. The goal of our flexible structural matching al-
gorithm is to decompose the two molecules into a mini-
mal number of disjoint fragments of maximal size, such
that the matched fragments will be almost congruent 1

The matching fragment arrangement should be consis-
tent with the order of the molecular chain. The regions
between the fragments are flexible regions. Actually, we
aim to solve the more complex partial alignment task,
where we require that only large enough flexible sub-
structures of the molecules be aligned (analogous to the
~ends-free" alignment of protein sequences). Obviously,
due to the inherent inaccuracies in approximate match-
ing and the tradeoffs between the accuracy of matching
and the size of the matching fragments, one cannot ex-
pect to find an ’optimal’ solution. The task is, therefore,
to output a set of candidate solutions sorted according
to the above mentioned criteria and user imposed ac-
curacy thresholds.

Assume that molecule M1 has undergone a number
of hinge bendings and other structural changes. Yet,
we assume that between the flexible regions there are
still a number of fragments without significant change
in their 3-D structure. Denote the resulting molecule by
M2. Under our assumptions there exists a set of rigid
fragments of M2 that can be matched (is congruent)
with the proper set of fragments of M1 ̄  The model
presented applies not only to different conformations of
a given molecule, but also to the general case of flexible
motif detection.

The first step of our algorithm detects candidate
’big enough’ congruent rigid fragments which satisfy the
above mentioned conditions. Once such fragment pairs
are detected, we wish to find an optimal subset that
describes a possible conformation of M2 with respect
to M1. The subset that we seek is, actually, a sequence
of disjoint fragments that follows the sequence of the
Ca atoms of M1 and M2. This task is accomplished by
the second step of the algorithm. One possible solu-
tion for this task is to enumerate over all subsets of the
matched fragment pairs and to choose the best scoring

ITwo fragments are congruent, if they have the same
number of C~ atoms and there exists a 3-D rotation and
translation which superimposes the corresponding atoms
with a small RMSD.



ones which are consistent with the amino acid sequence
order. However, this would be extremely inefficient. If
N is the number of matched fragment pairs and k the
length of the shorter chain, then the complexity might

k
, i.e. grow exponentially with

the size of the input.
We have adopted a solution which is based on the

efficient ’Tingle-source shortest paths" algorithm in di-
rected weighted acyclic graphs (DAG). As we show
in section "Joining Rigid Fragments" the solution of
our task can be reduced to the the detection of short-
est paths from a single source in the directed graph
G = (g, E), where the vertices V are the congruent
fragment pairs. As is well known (see e.g.(Cormen,
Leiserson, & Rivest 1990)) the complexity of this task
is O(IEI + IVI)-

The third step of the algorithm clusters the consec-
utive fragment pairs that have a similar 3-D transfor-
mation. Assume that M1 and M2 have a structurally
similar/~-sheet. It is likely that the ~turn" regions con-
necting the ~fl-strands will not be congruent in M1 and
M2. Our algorithm will detect the similarity among the
fi-strands of the different molecules, yet it might view
them as disjoint congruent pairs, due to the structural
dissimilarity of the "turns". However, except for the
"turns" the whole fi-sheet may match with the same
3-D transformation. We would like to consider it as
a single congruent region pair. Thus, we cluster con-
secutive congruent pairs, which share an almost similar
transformation.

Therefore, the final partial alignment solution is rep-
resented by a number of congruent region pairs, each
of them composed of one or several congruent fragment
pairs.

Detection of Congruent Rigid Fragment
Pairs

In this step we detect the almost congruent fragments
of M1 and Mr. Namely, we search for pairs of equal
size fragments, one from each molecule, so that there
exists a 3-D rotation and translation of one of the frag-
ments that superimposes it on the other with small
RMSD (the RMSD threshold is a user defined parame-
ter). There are two aspects to the fragment pair detec-
tion task :

¯ (i) Correspondence- detection of candidate (al-
most) congruent fragment pairs. In particular, this
means the detection of those atom pairs which can
be superimposed with a small RMSD. We nickname
this corresponding atom pairs list - a mateh-llst.

¯ (ii) Superimposition- given the corresponding 
atom sets (match-list) find the rotation and trans-
lation which superimposes these sets with minimal
RMSD.

The superimposition aspect of this task has been
dealt with intensively and many efficient solutions can

be found both in the Computer Vision and Structural
Biology literature. We have used the algorithm of
(Schwartz & Sharir 1987) whose complexity is linear
in the size of the matched C~ atom pairs.

Let us consider the correspondence task.
Assume, first, that we have a single matching atom

pair (~, Wb), where va E M1 and Wb E Mr. Then, we
iteratively try to extend this initial match-list by adding
one more atom pair to the left and to the right (follow-
ing the backbone direction) of the current match-list
till we obtain the longest pair of consecutive congru-
ent fragments which includes our initial matching atom
pair. The congruence of the fragments is ensured by
the fact that the RMSD of the rotation and translation
giving the best superimposition can be derived based on
the match-list alone (see (Schwartz 8~ Sharir 1987) 
Appendix A (Web-site)). Moreover, this RMSD 
be continuously updated by a constant number (O(1))
of operations at each step. Thus, one can proceed it-
eratively till the RMSD of the best match exceeds a
previously defined threshold. At the end of this itera-
tive extension process, we obtain a match-list :

(~i, 722j), (~di+l, %0j+l) , ..., (~/a, ~3b), ..., (~i+l, "t/)j+l)-

Namely, fragment (vi, ...,vi+t) of M1 is almost con-
gruent to the fragment (wj,...,wi+t) of Mz . If the
length of the matching fragments is above a predefined
threshold MinFragSize, we define the matching frag-
ment pair as F~ Ff(I).

Given F~Ff(l) the next alignment is initiated at
(vi+(~+l), w~+(i+D) and the same procedure is repeated.
The process can be viewed as moving along the diag-
onals of the matrix M,,,~ which represents the indices
of M1 and M2. The indices of the initial starting atom
pairs are the starting points of the diagonals of the ma-
trix M,~m.

Since the update of the RMSD at each step is O(1),
the complexity of finding a particular matching frag-
ment pair F~Ff(l) is linear in the length of the frag-
ments, namely O(l). Since matching fragment pairs
may overlap, each matching pair of atoms can partic-
ipate in several match-lists. In the worst case there
can be O(k) such match-lists (k = maz(IM,], ]M~I)),
although in practice it is O(1). Thus, the overall com-
plexity of the first step of the algorithm is O(k3) in a
worst case estimate and O(k2) in practice.

Joining Rigid Fragments

Once we have a set of congruent fragment pairs F~F?(1)
¯ , , t/

we wish to find an ophmal subset of it, which descnbes
a possible alignment of M2 with Mt allowing flexibility
in M2 between the fragments F~. Ideally, this align-
ment should include a sequence of disjoint congruent
fragment pairs in ascending order of the indices i and
j. Practically, one should allow certain overlap of con-
secutive fragments on the same chain. Our method is
close in spirit to the one implemented in FASTA as de-
scribed in (Gusfield 1997).
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In the nutshell the idea of this phase of our algorithm
is as follows :

i. Represent congruent fragment pairs as vertices of a
graph.

2. Join two vertices by a directed edge, if the fragment
pairs that they represent might be consecutive in the
final alignment. The result is an acyclic directed
graph.

3. Assign weights (penalties) to the edges, rewarding
long matching fragments and penalizing big gaps (in-
sertions/deletions) as well as large discrepancies in
the relative number of insertions and deletions in
both proteins.

4. Apply the "Single-source shortest paths" algorithm
to the weighted graph.

5. Collect the paths found by the "Single-source shortest
paths" algorithm according to the number of vertices
in each path, sort these candidate solutions according
to the total size and RMSD of the fragment align-
ment and output the best scoring hypotheses. Each
such hypothesis represents a sequence of consecutive
congruent fragment pairs.

To properly implement the above mentioned genera/
scheme one has to resolve several issues which are out-
lined below.

Let us define the weighted graph G = (V, E) where
the vertices V = {FilF](l)} arc the congruent frag-
ment pairs. A directed edge between the pair of ver-
tices FilF](l) and ~ 2Fi,Fj,(I’) is defined if the following
conditions hold :
¯ The fragments are in ascending order. Namely, i < i’

and j < j’ .

¯ The gaps (insertions/deletions) between consecutive
fragments are limited by user defined thresholds Max-
Ins and MaxDels.

The previous phase of the algorithm, which computes
congruent fragment pairs, may produce overlapping
fragments representing different vertices in our graph.
Although we do not want to exclude edges between such
fragments in the graph, since they might contribute to
the "correct" solution, we have to introduce a restric-
tion on the fragment overlap. Also, in later stages of
the algorithm, we update consecutive overlapping frag-
ments and make them disjoint by equally dividing the
overlap region between them. Thus the following re-
strictions should be introduced as well :
¯ The possible overlap between consecutive fragments

is less than 60% of the smaller fragment size.

¯ If there has been an overlap between fragments, then
the original fragment length without half of the max-
imal overlapping interval should still be above the
minimal fragment length requirement.

Next, we define the weight of an edge as:

¯ ,,,,(e) = -((z + 1) - 2 + ,,~(I/,’,,sl, IDeIal)
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+11X~.sl - IDe~sll,
where A is half of the maximal overlapping interval

(if there is no overlap, then A is zero). Notice that
the weight is independent of the size of F~,F~,(I’). In
this weight function we reward quadratically the size of
F~F~(l) (negative weight), and introduce penalty for
large insertions and deletions. The third factor gives
priority to the edges with a smaller (absolute value)
difference between Ins and Dels.

In this manner we build a weighted directed acyclic
graph (DAG). A shortest weighted path in this graph
should ideally correspond to a consecutive alignment
of congruent matching fragments, which are relatively
long and have relatively similar numbers of gaps in the
non-aligned regions.

In order to find efficiently the shortest paths we add
a virtual vertex, which we call the startin 9 vertez, to
the graph G and connect it to every FilF~(I) assigning
a zero weight to these connecting edges.

Next we run the "Single-source shortest paths" al-
gorithm from the starting vertex. At the end of the
algorithm for each vertex v of the graph G we know the
shortest path from the starting vertez to the vertex v.
Each such path may represent a possible solution to the
problem. The paths differ by the number of vertices (or
rigid fragments). Since we do not know a priori the ex-
act number of rigid fragments which represent the pos-
sible conformation of Mu with respect to M1 we collect
all the paths (the number of these paths is IVl). Then,
we divide them according to the number of vertices, i.e.
we obtain the set {S~} where Si contains all the paths
which are of { vertices length.

From now each path represents some conformation of
molecule M2 with respect to molecule M1. Note, that
only G,, atoms belonging to the rigid fragments partic-
ipate in the conformation. We calculate the RMSD of
the total matching set, which includes ail the matched
fragments. Notice, that the total RMSD cannot exceed
the maximum RMSD of the fragment pairs. Then we
sort each set S~ according to the total size and RMSD
of it’s matching sets. Thus, picking the best, let’s say,
10 results from each set Si, will give us a number of
possible solutions to the problem.

The complexity of the second step of the algorithm
depends on the size of the graph G. If n = [MI[ and
rn = [M21 then the number of vertices IVI < n, m, and
the number of edges [E[ _< (n * m)2. The time com-
plexity of the "Single-source shortest paths" algorithm
is linear in the size of the directed acyclic graph.

Thus the running time of the second step is bounded
by O((n m)2).

Clustering.

Each shortest path found in the previous step represents
a sequence of congruent matching fragments which are
divided by regions which could not be matched. Each
pair of congruent matching fragments defines a 3-D
rigid transformation (rotation and translation) which



superimpose them with minimal RMSD. Some of these
rigid transformations might be practically identical, al-
lowing us to group several congruent fragment pairs into
congruent rigid domains2. This can happen, for exam-
ple, in a helix-turn-helix motif where the helices are in
the same rigid configuration, yet the turns are different.
The aim of the clustering step is to detect consecutive
congruent fragment pairs that share approximately the
same transformation and to join them into congruent
rigid domain pairs.

For each path in the graph G, which is the output
of the previous stage, the following fragment clustering
procedure is done. The first congruent fragment pair
(first vertex of the path) is a singleton cluster. Then, 
take the next congruent fragment pair (second vertex
of the path) and check whether there is a rigid transfor-
mation which superimposes simultaneously both frag-
ment pairs with an RMSD, which is below our thresh-
old. If successful we go to the next fragment pair, check
whether it can be joined to the current cluster and so
on. If we fail to join a congruent fragment pair, then the
current cluster is defined as a congruent rigid domain,
and one starts a new cluster with the fragment pair
that failed to join the previous cluster. This procedure
is continued till we exhaust all the congruent fragment
pairs. Now, each path is divided into a number of con-
gruent rigid domain pairs each of them composed of one
or several congruent fragment pairs. Each congruent
rigid domain pair is characterized by a single 3-D ro-
tation and translation which superimposes the domain
of molecule M1 onto its "twin" domain in molecule M2
with a small RMSD.

The time that takes to decompose a path into rigid
domain pairs is proportional to the total size of the
fragments included in the path, which is bounded by
O(ma~(n,m)). Where n = [MI[ and m -= [M~.[. Thus
the complexity of this step is O([Y[ * maz(n,m)) 
o(m, ¯ m)).

Algorithm Complexity

Here we summarize the overall complexity of the algo-
rithm. Let k = maz(IMll, IM21).

The first step of the algorithm takes O(ka), the sec-
ond step takes 0(/, 4) and the last, clustering step, takes
O(k3). Thus the overall complexity is bounded by

We have implemented the FlexProt algorithm in
C++ and performed extensive experimentation (see
section ) on an Intel based personal computer (Pentium
II 400MHz with 256 Mb RAM under the Linux operat-
ing system). The implementation of the "Single-source
shortest paths" algorithm was taken from the LEDA li-
brary (Mehlhorn 1999). The running times ranged from
3.75 sac. for molecules of 150 amino acids to 41.9 sec.
for molecules of 700 amino acids. The average running

2A domain here is not necessarily the classical biological
definition of a domain.

time was approximately 7 sec. See table (1) for a rep-
resentative list of results and Appendix B of (Web-site
) for the parameters used.

The Sequence Order Independent
Flexible Molecule Alignment Algorithm

(FlexMol)
In this section we outline the fleeible molecule align-
ment which can be applied to various flexible struc-
tural matching problems such as flexible protein align-
ment, flexible-drug comparison and flexible docking.
We shall present the algorithm in the context of pro-
tein structural comparison, which has been currently
implemented. We are in the process of adapting this
implementation to drug molecule comparison and to
docking as outlined in the "Generalization and Adapta-
tions" subsection. This algorithm bears resemblance to
our previous flexible molecule alignment method pre-
sented in (Verbitsky, Nussinov, & Wolfson 1999) for
protein structural alignment and in (Sandak, Nussinov,
& Wolfson 1995) for protein-llgand docking. The main
difference is the use of a flexible variant of Geometric
Hashing (Lamdan & Wolfson 1988) instead of a flexible
variant of the Generalized Hough Tmwform (Wolfson
1991) and a new method for the assembly of the flexible
molecule from the partial solutions.

The input to the algorithm is a database of flexi-
ble molecules (or, a single molecule) and a rigid query
molecule. A flexible molecule is modeled as a connected
object which is composed of several rigid parts with ro-
tational hinges joining neighboring parts. The location
of the hinges and the constraints on the rotational de-
grees of freedom are part of the input.

Each flexible molecule is processed and represented
by its critical features, and by the predefined list of
hinges associated with it. The critical features selected
for flexible protein alignment are the 3-D coordinates
of their Ca or Ct~ atoms. The number of hinges asso-
ciated with a part is not limited. The hinge flexibility
handled by the algorithm limits each hinge to join only
two neighboring molemlle parts. The task of our algo-
rithm can be defined as follows.
Task. Given a database of flexible molecules with
hinges at a priori defined locations, and a rigid query
molecule, detect database molecules and their appropri-
ate conformations, which are best (structurally) aligned
with the query molecule.

Actually, we tackle the more complicated "partial
alignment" task, where for a given alignment only an
a pr/ori unknown substructure of the query molecule
matches a substructure of the flexible database
molecule. The hypotheses are ranked by the size of the
matching substructure. Additional biological criteria
can be easily incorporated in the ranking procedure.

Allowing "unlimited" degrees of freedom in the
molecule, requires a computational scheme that will
be efficient even on a possibly large number of parts.
We have developed a flexible version of the Geomet-
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rle Hashing scheme (Lamdan & Wolfson 1988), which
proved to be an efficient and general, scheme for the
"partial matching" of rigid objects.

The alignment of the query molecule is done simul-
taneously versus the database molecules, extracting the
best matching molecules. This is achieved in query time
which is on the average sub-linear in the number of the
database molecules. The scheme exploits the observa-
tion, that a rigid transformation is defined uniquely by
a small set of corresponding critical points. In 3-D the
alignment of a pair of ordered triplets, defining non de-
generate congruent triangles, uniquely defines a rigid
transformation.

The brute force enumeration over all congruent trian-
gles can result in O(M ̄  7) run-time complexity even
in the rigid case, where M is the number of molecules
in the database and O(n) is the Corder of magnitude of
the) number of points in a single molecule. To avoid this
complexity Geometric Hashing accomplishes the struc-
tural alignment task efficiently by an associative mem-
ory type approach gaining speed in expense of mem-
ory. The Geometric Hashing method for rigid structure
matching was described in detail both for Computer
Vision (Lamdan & Wolfson 1988) and Structural Biol-
ogy applications (Nussinov & Wolfson 1991). Here 
repeat only the details that are required to understand
its extension to the flexible case. The idea is to rep-
resent the interest points of the molecules in a redun-
dant fashion using the coordinates of these points in
different (Cartesian) reference frames, based on point
triplets which form non-degenerate triangles. Then,
having identical critical point coordinates for a pair of
reference frames (one from each molecule), implies that
the rigid transformation between these reference frames
aligns the points with the identical coordinates. The
detection of identical point coordinates for the different
frames is done efficiently using hashing techniques. The
flexibility is exploited by the fact that not only the crit-
ical points but also the hinge locations are encoded in
the different reference frames and one can require hinge
location consistency among neighboring parts.

The algorithm therefore consists of three major
stages:

1. Preprocesslng. For each database molecule extract
the critical features from each of its parts. For each
local reference frame "memorize" the critical feature
coordinates and relevant hinge locations in a hash
(look-up) table.

2. Voting and Refinement (Recognition). Given a
query molecule, compute the coordinates of its criti-
cal features in local reference frames. Use these coor-
dinates as indices to the hash table to detect possible
candidate solutions (rigid transformations). Cluster
similar candidate solutions on hinge connectivity con-
straints and refine the best candidate solutions.

3. Spanning Candidate Flexible Transformations
and Scoring. Assemble candidate flexible solutions
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to final connected conformations, verifying and scor-
ing the best conformations.

In the sequel we sketch each if these stages.

Preprocesslng

The flexible molecule is modeled as an assembly of its
rigid parts with hinges defined between neighboring
parts. Each part holds a record of the hinges associ-
ated with it and each hinge holds a record of the parts
associated with it.

We start by preprocessing independently each part
of a flexible molecule. Originally, the critical features
of the molecule are calculated in some global reference
frame, e.g. the coordinate system of its PDB file. For
each ordered triplet of critical features forming a non
degenerate (numerically stable) triangle, we define 
unambiguous local reference frame (R.F.). The side
lengths of the triangle associated with this frame are a
rigid transformation invariant. Additional invariants
are the coordinates of the other critical features in this
R.F.. Each such coordinate is used as an index to the
hash table, where the
<~ molecule, part, R.F., critical feature ~>
are recorded. To gain efficiency we consider only critical
features in the vicinity of the origin of this local R.F..
In addition we restrict ourselves to R.F.’s based on nu-
merically stable triangles satisfying some minimal and
maximal side length constraints. Both requirements re-
duced the complexity of the preprocessing stage from
O(Mn4) to about O(Mn2’5) (empirical estimate). For
each local reference frame on a given part we also record
all the coordinates of the hinges belonging to that part.
The preprocessing stage is executed off-line and does
not require a-priori knowledge of the query molecule.

Voting for Candidate Partial Solutions

The input to this stage is the hash-table produced in
the preprocessing stage and a rigid query molecule. The
task is to detect large enough structural alignments of
the database molecules to the rigid molecule allowing
motions in the hinge regions.

We start by processing the query molecule in a simi-
lar way the flexible database molecules have been pro-
cessed. Ordered non-collinear triplets of critical points
are extracted and for numerically stable triangles, the
local R.F.and the coordinates of the critical features in
its vicinity are calculated. These coordinates are used
as indices to the hash table, the records stored there
are retrieved and a vote is cast for the appropriate
< molecule, part, K.F.+ hinge position >
for the R.F.’s which have congruent triangles with the
current query molecule R.F..

The above procedure is repeated for all query
molecule reference frames. The result is a list of paired
reference frames, based on congruent triangles, one be-
longing to the query molecule and the other to one
of the parts of the database flexible molecules. Each
such pair of reference frames has an associated seed



match//st consisting of pairs of critical points which
contributed evidence for the alignment of the frames.
A rigid transformation resulting in a minimal RMSD
alignment of these match lists is calculated (Besl &
McKay 1992) for each match list. Note, that such 
transformation induces the location of hinges associated
with the part of the flexible molecule which contributed
the reference frame. At the end of this procedure we
have a list of candidate rigid transformations with their
associated match lists and candidate hinge locations.
We also have pairings of transformations from neigh-
boring parts, which result in the same hinge location
with their associated match lists.

If we have large enough congruent substructures more
than one pair of matching reference frames will prob-
ably be detected. Due to the vicinity constraints of
critical feature calculation, they are expected to be rep-
resented by non-identical match lists. Thus we cluster
similar enough transformations and extend their asso-
ciated matching lists accordingly.

Refining the Candidate Partial Solutions

The input to this stage are the candidate rigid trans-
formations and their seed matches.
Clustering the Transformations. We cluster trans-
formations by a method which is close in spirit to the
one presented in (Rarey, Wefing, ~ Lengauer 1996).
Transformations between each of the flexible molecule
parts and the query molecule are clustered separately.
The distance between a pair of such transformations
is the root-mean-square distance between the sets of
transformed flexible molecule part critical features. The
clustering on different molecule parts can be done in
parallel.

For each molecule part, we, first, detect groups of
transformations which map the hinges of that part to
almost identical locations. Then, the transformations of
each such group are clustered. Details of the procedure
will be presented elsewhere. The basic clustering step
involves pairwise merging of close transformations and
union of their match lists. This procedure converges
relatively fast.

At the end of the transformation clustering phase we
make aa effort to extend the match lists of these trans-
formations to include critical points which have not ap-
peared in the original seed match lists.
Extension of the Candidate Transformations In
the extension stage we re-asses the match lists associ-
ated with the rigid transformations. Given such trans-
formation between a flexible molecule part and the rigid
query molecule, it is, first, applied to all the critical
points of the molecule part. If some critical point is
mapped to a (pre-defined) vicinity of a query molecule’s
critical point, the pair is added to the match list. Af-
ter the extension step was done, we re-calculate a new
(minimal RMSD) rigid transformation based on the
new match list. The extension step is repeated for
the new transformations with possible relaxation of the
minimal distance required for a matching pair. It can be

repeated two/three times and is interchangeable with
the clustering stage.
Hysteresis of Match Lists. This is a specific pro-
cedure for flexible protein comparison, where one fa-
vors consecutive alignments which follow the sequence
order. Sometimes in sequence independent structural
alignment algorithms one finds almost continuous se-
quential stretches of matched pairs, with small gaps in
between. Such alignment gaps might be due to inser-
tions, deletions or substitutions, which caused signifi-
cant structural changes. However, often one might fill
in part of such a gap, if "more liberal" matching pair
distance thresholds were used in the previous transfor-
mation extension phase. Although such a threshold
might not be acceptable for all matched critical point
pairs, the successfully matched pairs on both "sides" of
the gap increase our belief that the gap residues should
be matched as well. Thus, for such gap regions the
threshold is increased. We have borrowed this idea from
the Canny algorithm for Edge Detection in Computer
Vision (Canny 1986). The hysteresis phase is done once
for all the transformations surviving the clustering and
extension phases. This stage of the algorithm is done
on each flexible molecule part independently and can
be performed in parallel.

Spanning Candidate Flexible
Transformations

Recall that the aligned molecule is a flezible struc-
ture consisting of rigid parts which are connected by
hinges. The candidate solutions obtained in the previ-
ous stage represent transformations from rigid subparts
of the flexible molecule to the rigid query molecule. In
this stage we calculate high scoring candidate solutions,
which transform the full flexible molecule to the rigid
one. Namely, each such solution is a list of transforma-
tions (one for each rigid subpart), which should place
the hinges appearing on neighboring parts in identical
locations. Such transformations on neighboring parts
are called consistent. We present an algorithm for the
detection of (hinge-)consistent transformations which 
linear in the number of molecule parts.

Let m be the number of the flexible molecule parts.
We define an undirected m-partite graph G -- (V, E)

A partition Mi represents the list of rigid transfor-
mations associated with flexible molecule part i, which
have passed the previous algorithm stages. For each
pair of consistent transformations as defined above,
an edge is created between the vertices of the appropri-
ate partitions. The weight of such an edge is the size of
the cumulative match-list of the associated transforma-
tions (sum of the original match-list sizes). We assume
that the molecule can be represented by a tree struc-
ture. Thus, the graph contains no cycles. A structural
alignment of the flexible molecule with the rigid one is
represented by a tree (or forest) which cannot include
more than one vertex from each partition. We are look-
ing for such trees (forests) with maximal edge weight.
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The algorithm borrows the edge contraction ide~
from Boruvlm’s algorithm for minimum spanning
forests in a weighted graph (see (Bor~vka 1926), 
297-298 in (Motwani & Raghavan 1995)). It is linear 
the number of molecule parts in both time and space
and can also be parallelized.

A basic step of the algorithm is the collapse of a pair
of partitions, which are connected by edges, and con-
traction of the edges among them. For example, in the
original graph, each partition represents a set of trans-
formations for a given part. By collapsing two par-
titions connected by edges we create a new partition
of consistent transformation lists, which represent an
alignment of the pair of parts. Vertices of the original
partitions, which are not connected by an edge are not
included in the new partition. In each partition we keep
only a predefined number of K highest scoring trans-
formation lists. An edge is created between a pair of
vertices of new partitions if the transformation lists of
these pairs are hinge-consistent.

This procedure is repeated recursively until we are
left with one partition or a set of unconnected parti-
tions. If we are left with one partition, then it de-
fines a ranked list of hinge corrsi~tent transformations
between the flexible and rigid molecule. The result
of several non-connected partitions, represents a par-
t/a/ structural alignment which does not involve all the
flexible molecule parts. Another important advantage
of such a scheme is that one can easily backtrack and
increase the final flexible configurations list size at min-
imal cost.

The time complexity of this stage is O(m* K2), since
in each iteration we cut by half the number of partitions
and each partition collapse step takes at most O(K~)

operations. It can also be seen that the amount of mem-
ory decreases throughout the steps of this stage of the
algorithm.
Scoring the Consistent Flexible Solutions.
After we have received all the best consistent configura-
tions of the flexible molecule, sorting them in descend-
ing order according to a given criterion is the obvious
choice. One can apply many criteria for evaluating the
quality of the results and sort accordingly. We choose
to sort the results by the total match size of all the
match lists associated with the multi-flexible conforma-
tions. One might notice that the biologically interesting
solution might not be the largest solution, thus the al-
gorithm gives several best flexible configurations.

Generalization and Adaptations

The algorithm presented can be applied to Biomolecu-
lar recognition (docking) and flexible-drug comparison
as well. Let us outline the necessary adjustments. In
the flexible docking case, one needs to apply more so-
phisticated procedures to represent the molecular sur-
face (e.g. (Connolly 1983)) and to extract critical 
tures on this surface (e.g. (Leach & Kuntz 1992) 
(Norel et a/. 1994)). The local reference frames 
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be defined either by a triplet of critical points (as done
in structural alignment) or a pair of vectors (e.g. sur-
face points and their associated normals), thus reducing
the complexity of preprocessing and voting to o(na).
The refinement stage is not changed, though hystere-
sis cannot be easily generalized to surface matching.
The flexible part assembly phase should also include
self collision and query molecule penetration detection.
There are also few post-processing filters and scoring
methods that can be applied, such as: connectivity
score, hydrophobic-hydrophilic filtering and more. This
is actually a flexible surface matching scheme. In drug
molecule matching physico-chemical properties can be
used either to define critical features as in (Rigoutsos,
Platt, & Califano 1996) or as an integral part of the
matching procedure as in FlexS (Lemmen, Lengauer,
& Klebe 1998).

Experimental Results

We have conducted numerous experiments with both
algorithms. Initially, we tested our algorithms mainly
on examples from Gerstein’s database of macromolecu-
lar motions (Gerstein & Krebs 1998). In this database
the proteins are classified hierarchically into a limited
number of categories on the basis of size - fragment,
domain, and subunit motions. Each category is clas-
sifted according to the type of the flexible motion -
hinge, shear and "other" . Gerstein’s database in-
cludes mainly protein pairs which represent different
conformations of the same protein. These examples
do not demonstrate adequately the full power of our
algorithms, since the residue correspondence problem
there is trivial (each residue corresponds to itself in the
aligned protein). The power of both FlexProt and Flex-
Mol is in their ability to solve efficiently the residue
correspondence. FlexProt solves simultaneously both
the correspondence and hinge region detection tasks in
proteins, while FlexMol solves the correspondence task
also for cases where one cannot exploit sequential order
on the molecules. We must emphasize, however, that
we never exploited the "known" correspondence of the
Gerstein database protein pairs. The input to the algo-
rithms was standard, thus no a-priori correspondence
knowledge was assumed.

Nevertheless, to test the algorithms ability to align
non similar protein structures, we have conducted
larger scale experiments on the flexible molecules us-
ing the SCOP (Murzin et al. 1995) database. We made
several comparisons of protein pairs belonging to differ-
ent levels of the SCOP tree. As one ascends the SCOP
levels the sequences homology and the structural simi-
larity diminishes.

Some of the FlexProt algorithm results are summa-
rized in Table 1. The figures of these experiments were
prepared using RasMol software (Sayle & Milner-White
1995). The subset of the experiments that we have
conducted so far with the FlexMol algorithm are sum-
marized in Table 2. The figures corresponding to this



Table h Fl, ezProt Experimental Resultst

~uln-

Back- bet of
Match

ProteAn Pair bone Flex-
List Matched Rigid Fragments Total Time

Length ible RMSD (s~)
Re- SL~

gions

2bbm(chaln A) 148 I 144 (4...78)-(79...147) 2.22 3.75
lcll 144 (4...78)-(79...147)

2bbm(chain A) 148 3 147 ( 2...25)- (26...63)-(64...’76)- (77... 2.43 4.48
1top 162 (12...35)-(36...73)-(76...88)-(90...161)

2~k3(~ A) 226 2 205 (6...120)-(121...164)-[(166...194)- (195...211)] 2.53 6.9
t~ke(ch~i~ A) 214 (I...I15)-(I 18...161)-[(167...I 95)- (198...214)]

2ak3(chain A) 226 1 184 (1...106)-(107-116)]-[(117...12~’)-(1~8...192)- (198..214)] 2.31 5.09
luke 193 I(2...197)-(111-120)]-[(1"~1 ...1"I)-(188...170)- (172..19a)]

lbpd 324 I 324 (9...88)-(89...335) 1.81 13.37
2bpg(chmn A) 324 (9...88)-(89...335)

ldpe 507 2 507 (1...262)-(263...480)-(481...507) 0.58 25.89
ldpp(chaiu A) 507 (I...262)- (263...480)-(481...507)

lggg(chain A) 220 2 220 (5...87)-(88...180)-(181..224) 0.96 7.25
lwdn(chain A) 223 (5...87)-(ss...180)-(181..224)

lggg(chain A) 220 2 220 (5...89)-[(90...130)- (131...181)]- (182...224) 2.07 7.46
lhpb 239 (7...91)-[(93...132)-(135...185)]-(192...234)

lncx 162 3 161 (1...35)-(36...68)-(69...92)-(93...161) 2.7 4.93
ltnw(Modcl 1) 162 (1 ...35)-(36...68)-(69...92)-(93...161)

Imcp (chain L) 220 I 218 (2...110)-(111...219/ 1.93 7.92
4fab (chain L) 219 (1...109)-(110...218)

lmcp (chain L) 220 I 213 [(I ...29)-(37...56)-(57"...115)]-[(116...205)- (206...220)] 2.4 9.5

ltcr (chain B) 236 [(1...29)-(30...49)-(54...119)]-[(123...216)-(232...246)]

Llst 239 2 238 (1...90)-(91...177)-(178...238) 1.35 8.30
218o 238 (1...90)-(91...177)-(178...238)

llfh 691 2 691 (1...84)-(85...244)-(245...691) 1.41 41.90
ltrg 691 (1...84)-(85...244)-(245...691)

lddt 523 i 523 (I...392)- (393...535) 1.58 32.84
lmdt (chain A) 523 (1...392)-(393...535)

3gap(chain A) 208 I 205 (1...130)- (131...205) 1.8 6.79
3gap(chain B) 205 (1...130)-(131...205)

~The first column gives the PDB file names of matched molecules. The second column indicates the size of
each molecule. The third column lists the number of flexible regions found between the compared molecules.
The fourth column gives the total number of matched C~ atoms. The fifth column lists the matched consecutive
fragments. The group of fragments typed in bold and enclosed in square brackets represents clusters of fragments
having the same 3-D transformation. The sixth column lists the RMSD of the total matching set. The last column
gives the running time of the program.
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lggg ~ lhpb

(c)

[] iggg

lhpb

hinge region, lhpb,residues 185-192

(D) \
~’ hinge,lhpb, residues 91-92

@
7-91~residueslhpb,

~. lhpb,residues 92-185

~~: lhpb, residues 192-234

Figure h Glutamine binding protein lggg (chain A) compared with histidine binding protein lhpb. Pictures (a),
(b) show structure of lggg, lhpb respectively. Picture (c) displays the best rigid superimposition. Notice 
on the left side of the picture the protein chains are not aligned. Picture (d) shows superimposition of lhpb 
lggg with respect to the flexible regions found by the program. The resulting structural alignment is almost complete.
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Table 2: FlezMol Experimental Resultst

Flexi- Rigid Scop Size Size No. ~mges Matching Parts Sizes and Their Best Align. aull
ble (Query)Cla- Flex. Rig. (C. locations) RMSD Sizes Flex Time
Mol. Mol. ssifi- Mol. Mol. vs Rigid min:sec
PDB PDB cation

2tbvA 2tbvC S 287 322 1(165) 64(0.49) 184(1.67) 248 (242) 0:13
4sbvA F 287 199 23(2.17) 88(1.63) 111 (96) 0:04

3gapB 3gapA S 205 208 1(13o) 123(0.77) 73(1.01) 196 (166) 0:07
2cgpC S 205 200 123(0,77) 73(1.12) 195 (177) 0:12

4cln 2bbm S 144 174 1(78) 45(2.01) 37(2.21) 82 (56) 0:11
5tnc F 144 161 35(1.56) 66(1.27) 101 (71) 0:12

lcll 2bbm P 148 171 1(76) 49(1.66) 61(1.31) 113 (67) 0:21
lncx F 144 162 39(1.88) 67(1.44) lO6 (79) 0:40

ltbp lmpg SF 180 282 i(155) 64(1.95) 39(1.95) lO3 (77) 0:23

llfh ltfs S 691 691 2(250:333) 196(1.32) 83(0.54) 355(0.62) 634 (564) 7:33
lbTu P 691 689 189(1.23) 80(1.17) 346(1.05) 615 (517) 4:21
1ovt F 691 682 182(2.03) 78(0.92) 266(1.52) 526 (480) 7:07
Itfa F 691 329 1(250) 219(1.53) 80(1.09) 299 (282) 3:36

llst 21ao S 239 238 2(91:190) 91(0.39) 09(0.61) 48(0.42) 238 (171) 0:33
lixh F 239 321 65(2.11) 74(1.75) 31(1.89) 170 (147) 0:53
Iggg F 239 440 84(0.84) 87(1.55) 22(1.59) 193 (147) 0:57

lggg lwdn S 44O 224 1(182) 117(1.35) 42(o.61) 159(149) 0:27

1196 1197 S 162 328 2(59:82) 56(0.82) 23(0.86) 80(0.46) 159 (142) 0:46
1am7 SF 162 150 44(2.03) 52(2.11) 96 (69) 0:20

2ak3A lakeA S 226 214 2(158:175) 114(1.~) 13(1.48) 33(1.67) 160 (153) 0:44

lapin icdk P 343 343 2(63:250) 54(0.48) 187(o.~) lOO(O.46) 341 (341) 1:24
lblx F 341 305 26(1.06) 142(1.58) 43(1.33) 21o (203) 1:08

lapm lctp P 343 333 3(34:85:250) 25(0.69) 51(0.77) 165(0.80) 82(1.33) 323 (303) 1:13
lpme F 341 333 7(1.22) 37(1.22) 149(1.78) 56(1.75) 249 (225) 1:13

lcts 3cts S 437 429 3(71:210:292) 65(0.91) 136(1.08) 67(1.57) 115(1.53)383 (365) 1:21

lomp lanf S 370 370 3(151:208:331) 93(2.2) 57(0.75) 100(1.64) 39(0.34) 289 (267) 1:29

tThe data appearing in the columns is : 1. The name of the Flexible Molecule ; 2. The name of the Rigid
Molecule that is the Query Molecule of the algorithm; 3. Scop Relationship: S - same protein same Species, P -
same Protein usually different species, F - same Protein Family different protein, SF - same Super-Family different
protein family ; 4. No. of C~s of the Flexible Molecule ; 5. No. of Gas of the Rigid Molecule ; 6. Number of hinges,
the hinge Ca locations are inside the parentheses separated by a colon ; 7. The size of the match for each molecule
parts and the corresponding RMSD values that are given in the adjacent parentheses ; 8. The total size of the best
alignment obtained from the Flexible alignment, in the parentheses the best rigid alignment of the two molecules
obtained by the algorithm with the same parameters; 9. Run time of FZezMol.
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Figure 2: flexible
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alignment (lomp - the flexible molecule in blue and lanf ~v
- the rigid molecule in yellow), with 3 interdomaln link-
ages and 3 hinges. The hinges values in table 2 are taken Figure 3: The alignment of (flexible) cAMP dependent
from domains assignment of CATH structural classiflca- kinase (lamp - in magenta) and the (rigid) MAP 
tion (Orengo eL a/. 1997). Serine/threonine kinase (1pine - in light blue) with three

hinges. Only two hinges are marked in the picture.

’!~-Flexible

"~~ B-Flexible &
’~~ Rigid

Figure 4: In the Adenylate kinase case there is a kinked helix in the flexible molecule (2ak3) when aligned to the rigid
molecule (lake). The flexible alignemnt is depicted in the upper image (A), where each molecule part has a different
color. In the lower image (B) we added the best rigid alignment of 2ak3 with lake. One can see on the left side 
the image that the helix is aligned better in the flexible case since there is hinge where the helix is kinked, while in
the rigid case the alignment of this helix is lacking.
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set of results were created using the VMD (Humphrey,
Dalke, & Schulten 1996) viewer. All figures also appear
in color in our www-site (Web-site).

All the experiments were conducted on a 400 MHz
Pentium~)II processor with 256MB internal memory
with a Linux operating system.

The FlexProt Algorithm Data Set
We present four sets of experiments. In the first three
the motions are classified by (Gerstein & Krebs 1998)
as "hinge", while in the last one as "other".

Glutarnine Binding Protein. We compared the
glutamine binding protein (lggg, chain A) in open,
ligand-free, form with the complex when it is bounded
to glutarnlne (lwdn, chain A). The program detected
two hinge conformations of one structure with respect
to the other. The hinges are located at residues 87-88
and 180-181. The RMSD of the total matching set is
0.96. Additionally we took from the SCOP database
a histidine binding protein complexed with histidine
(lhpb). The histidine binding protein and glutamlne
binding protein according to SCOP belong to the same
family "Phosphate binding protein-like" proteins. We
compared lggg (chain A) with lhpb. The program
found 4 similar fragments, two of them had similar
transformations but were separated by a turn located
at residue 132-135 of the lhpb, resulting in 3 matched
clusters with total RMSD 2.07. For details see figure
(1) and table (1).

Motion in Calrnodulin. Calmodulin (CAM) is 
C~+ binding protein. It is involved in a wide range
of cellular C~+ -dependent signaling pathways. It regu-
lates the activity of a large number of proteins including
protein kinases, protein phosphatases, nitric oxide syn-
thase, inositol triphosphate kinase, nicotinarnide ade-
nine dinucleotide kinase, cyclic nucleotide phosphodi-
esterase, C~+ pumps, and proteins involved in motility
(Ikura et aL 1992). We compared haman calmodulin
(lell) with calmodulin complexed with rabbit skeletal
myosin light-chain kinase (2bbm, chain A). The pro-
gram detected a hinge motion in the a-helix connecting
the two domains. The hinge is located at the region
of residues 78,79. We also compared the complexed
Calmodulin (2bbm, chain A) with Troponin C protein
(ltop) which has a similar structure to Calmodulin. 
SCOP it is classified as a Calmodulin-like protein. In-
deed the program detected 4 similar rigid fragments
separated by 3 hinge regions. See the alignment in
(Web-site).

Adenylate Kinase. We compared Adenylate Ki-
nose isoenzyme-3 (2ok3, chain A) with Adenylate Ki-
nose complexed with the inhibitor AP=5=A (lake,
chain A). The program found 4 structurally similar re-
gions. The last two had similar transformations and
had been clustered to one group. The first flexible re-
gion is between residue 120 and 121 (115 and 118) 
the 2ok3 (lake), the second flexible region is between
residues 164 and 166 (161 and 167) of the 2ak3 (lake).
See the alignment in figure (Web-site). By visual ob-

servation one can see a kinked helix at residues 164-188,
this kinked helix was modeled with a hinge at residue
175 by FlezMoi (see table 2 and Figure 4), but due
to small overall conformational changes the lelezPrat
did not detect it. From the SCOP database we took
UMP/CMP kinase (luke). Due to SCOP classification
the UMP/CMP kinase and Adenylate kinase belong to
the family of "Nucleotide and nucleoside kinases". We
compared 2ok3 with the luke. The program found 5
structurally similar regions. The first two were sepa-
rated by a small loop (residues 106-107 of 2ok3), but
shared the same transformation, so they were clustered
into one rigid matching. The next 3 regions also had
a similar transformation. The two a-helices shared the
same transformation but were separated by a large frag-
ment found in 2ok3 (residues 127-158) but not in luke,
where there is only a small loop connecting the two a-
helices. Finally, these 3 regions were clustered into one
matching set. The program detected a total of 2 match-
ing clusters with RMSD 2.31 (for details see table 1).
For this particular case we changed the program pa-
rarneter RMSD threshold to 2.5 Angstrom, while the
default was 3 Angstrom.

Immunoglobulin (Fab Elbow JoinQ We tested
our program on a "Fob Elbow Joint-like" motion (Lesk
& Chothia 1988). We compared immunoglobulin Fob
fragment taken from lmcp (chain L) versus one from
4fob (chain L). Each chain is composed of two domains
connected by an extended strand. The program de-
tected the flexible region at residues 109-111 with total
RMSD of 1.93. We also took from the SCOP database
a murine T-cell antigen receptor (lter, chain B), which,
according to SCOP classification, together with lmcp
belongs to a "V set domains (antibody variable domain-
like)" family. The program found two clusters which
represented two domains separated by a flexible part
(see figure at (Web-site)), with total RMSD of 

The FlexMol Algorithm Data Set

On the lowest SCOP level we compared two proteins
from the same species, e.g. the (flexible) lomp with
the (rigid) loaf, both D-maltodextrin-bindlng pro-
teins from s~rne species (see table 2). We compared
the (flexible) lcll with the (rigid) 2bbm which 
Calmodulin belong to difl’erent species. Another
example is the (flexible) Lactoferrin llfla with (rigid)
Ovotransferrin (lovt,ltfa), that are different proteins
from the same Transferrin fRmily in SCOP (see de-
tails table 2). Up to the comparison between (flexi-
ble) TATA-box binding protein ltbp and the (rigid) 
Methyladenine DNA glycosylase II protein lytb, that
come from different protein families but the same
TATA-box binding protein-like superfnrnily of
the SCOP.

The Tomato Bushy Stunt virus (TBSV) Coat
proteins (2tbv in table 2), is an example of a mainly
hinge motion mechanism that is viewed as an interdo-
main linkage with one hinge and a 22° rotation. Com-
parison was done between chains A and C of the asym-
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metric subunit. Although the match size improved
only by 2% compared to the rigid case, the RMSD im-
proved from 1.96 for the rigid case to 0.49 and 1.67 for
the pair of parts in the flexible case. The comparison
with the Southern bean mosaic virus coat protein
(SBMV) that belongs to the SCOP family of plant
virus proteins yields an improvement in the match size
though not in quality, compared with the rigid align-
ment.

The Calmodulln domain movement which was
already described in the previous section provides a ge-
ometrically interesting example of hinge motion. Since
the motion angle is large The improvement of 46% in
match size between the open (4cln) and closed (2bbm)
conformations demonstrates the power of the flexible
alignment. A similar mechanism can be detected be-
tween the Calmodulin and the Troponin C (5tnc,lncx)
proteins. In all these cases the striking resemblance can
not be detected by a rigid search for structural neigh-
bors that reveals a similarity of 38%-53%. A flexible
search improves the similarity up to 57%-76%.

The Laetoferrin domain movement has 2 hinges
in a ~-sheet as reported in (Gerstein, Lesk, & Chothia
1994). Comparing the Lactoferrin apo form (llfh) 
the Lactoferrin differic form (llfg), we put the first
hinge at residue 250. Since the rigid alignment yielded
almost a consecutive match up to residue 332 and than
from residue 336, the second hinge was placed at residue
333. We were reassured by the SCOP classification
that splits both molecules into two domain 1-333 and
334-691. Since the movement is 2 interdomain linkage,
putting one of the hinges at the border of the struc-
tural domain classification seemed logical. On compar-
ing with the ltfa (Ovotransferrin from Chicken), where
only the N-terminal lobe was solved, the second hinge
was found to be redundant.

In the Lyslne~arglnine~ornithine (LOA) bind-
ing proteins (llst,21oa) we chose the hinges to be 
residues 91 and 190 that originated in observing the first
and second best rigid alignments. As can be seen in Ta-
ble 1 our PlezProt algorithm found the same hinges
automatically. We also compared this protein to the
Phosphate-binding protein (lxih) and the Glutamine-
binding protein (lggg). Lower RMSD values were ob-
tained as expected. It is interesting to note that the
Glutamine-binding example (lggg,lwdn) is mentioned
separately in the motion database as a characteristic
motion to type-II binding proteins, resembling the LOA
binding protein case. Here we have quantified the sim-
ilarity of the motions.

We have experimented with the Serine/threonlne
ldnases fRm;ly. This family is important in a lot of
signal transduction pathways in many biological sys-
tems. The motion appearing in the motion database is
of cAMP dependent protein kinases (catalytic sub unit)
latp, lctp, and lapm. The flexible model was chosen to
be lamp. Note that one can also model the cAMP de-
pendent protein kinases to be flexibly aligned with the
Cyclin-dependent PK klnase (lblx) and the MAP
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ldnase le, rk2 Serine/threonin kinase (lpme) (see
figure 3) with two and three hinges respectively.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented two algorithms for the structural
matching of a flexible protein molecule with a rigid one.
The advantage of the FlexProt algorithm is that it au-
tomatically detects the flexible (hinge) regions and 
very efficient. Its relative disadvantage is that it ex-
ploits the protein sequence order and, thus, cannot be
naturally extended to drug molecule matching. The
FlexMol algorithm is sequence order independent, yet it
does require a priori input of the hinge locations. Both
algorithms are very efficient, especially, FlexProt which
aligns a pair of proteins consisting of about 220 residues
in approximately 7 seconds on a standard desktop PC.
The development of both algorithms are in their prelim-
inary stages. We intend to apply FlexProt for all again
all PDB database comparison and improve further its
efficiency. FlexMol will be adapted both to docking and
to efficient search on large databases.
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